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cairn
a concern workshop



cairn
summary 
 
cairn, a review of the territory based on its substance : the matter  
forming it, the forces sculpting it, and the beings making it alive.  
A workshop concerned about hiking around the site, collecting materials 
to put it up respectfully. An intimate encouter where everyone's reveal 
itself in order to breed and create a shared memory of the place.





a lost photograph
tibetan buddhism rituals scene
early 1900’s

cairn
about tourists 
 
The tourist is on the move, he is walking around, roaming.  
And what else is he taking but a picture ? What does the tourist bring to the 
lands he is hiking ?

cairn workshop suggests a method for tourist feeling like a builder, feeling 
like a curious and respectful one : a nice tourist. It offers an interpretation of 
the territory through its local resources, relying on inventiveness of the group 
and its collective energy, diverting from the standard to answer specific 
challenges of the other workshops, sites and their occupants.



ricomposizini 
studio d'architettura martino pedrozzi 
before the intervention 
malvaglia valley, italy 
© martino pedrozzi



cairn 
from global tourism to local consumption : a sens of community 
 
cairn somehow responds to mass tourism and its way of consumming 
landscape by offering a bespoke experience.
Its practices stand out of the standardization of space use embodied by 
furniture and decorative elements uniformity, which has become ordinary 
and tasteless. The workshop is willing to put up a method that would break 
free from the universal f lattening. Say “good bye” to postcardish framed 
landscapes, here we are into offscreen scenes, into what is less seen but 
remains as substantial part of the surrounding landscape. 
 
During our trip, our trail and our Hannibal Day, as dedicated tourists, we will 
try to consider territory beyond what we see. Considering the possibilities of 
doing with what we find, we will be driven into some kind of consumption of 
the place, a consumption that is not willing to abuse it, but to transcend it.
In that way, by the wise collection of raw materials, such as branches, rocks, 
earth, and their transformation into local material, we will approach the 
territory by use and construction. 
Our position will thus be nomadic.  
Our method consists in being on site, doing on site, and doing with the site. 
Our creations will be able to settle, as we, tourists, will leave. 
We will create souvenirs, not ‘made in china’, but ‘made on the spot’. 
Vernacular objects produced with materials and technics directly coming 
from the site, upgraded with the everyone’s know-how. Those artifacts will be 
as much added specificities, that once combined, will form a whole, a cairn.
 
Easa is an assembly, a gathering of differing origins, languages and thoughts 
brought in one place. Specificities added to the place singularities. Together, 
we will be foreigners in a common territory, together we will collect extracts 
of local resources, together we will try to deal with it. Our posture will be 
participative. Our method will be a snapshot: it will strap up into a place,  
the collaboration of the people and their creations, specific to this place.  
Our making will be collaborative, contributions that can be seen as a base 
for the group, for other groups, or for those who will pass after us, easians.
Ignoring the standard, cairn then becomes the reincarnation of a succession 
of differed encounters expressed as an aesthetic shape within the landscape.



ricomposizini 
studio d'architettura martino pedrozzi 
after the intervention, processing (next page) 
malvaglia valley, italy 
© martino pedrozzi



cairn 
according to the steps 
 
cairn was thought to fit with the easa tourist steps.
The initial knowledge of the local context during the exploration stage is a 
fundamental challenge of the workshop. At this time, with help of the tutors, 
participants will identify useful resources for upcoming achievements.
They will be invited to collect material and transform it by crafting directly on 
site or exploring other constructive techniques on the craft zone.

Round trips between sites to be explored and construction zone are expected
throughout the duration of our presence in Villars, also to achieve the
possible prefabricated parts of the study elements, whether independent or
related to other workshops. The procession will be an opportunity to stage
these productions, before setting them up along the easa trail, on identified
locations, in connection with the immediate context.

After a choreographed stroll between the achievements along the pathway,
the least removable - but nonetheless degradable - will become a temporary 
trace in the memory of places, while easily moveable artifacts will be the 
memories of this edition of this easa for the participants.









cairn 
how are we going to make it ? 
 
From the first day, participants will be invited to survey, observe, understand
places and landscapes by sketching, identifying useful materials, learning
from local assembly and vernacular ways of construction.
This day, the realization of a walking stick could be the first implementation 
of theoretical explanations.
Subsequently, the participants will be kind of able to transform raw materials
into construction materials directly on site, or by bringing on the craft zone
material taken from visited places - enjoying better common tooling here.

The next two days, after a learning period of more-advanced construction 
techniques (including the realization of the so-called “standard” elements), 
and thinking about the possibilities of simple creations for Villars, 
participants will be able to realize some in-situ installations and to hybridize 
standard components, the resulting hybrids serving to explain what we’ll be 
able to do during discussions with other workshops.
Armed with these first experiences, some participants will be able to get in
touch with other group of volunteers from the end of the first week, in the 
way to imagine common interventions within their object of study.
Other participants will design one or more elements that will be taking place
along the easa trail, and thus achieve the moveable parts.
Some of these parts could be artifacts that can be staged during  
the Hannibal Day procession (ex: masks in branches, accessories, etc.).

Once the climb has been completed, participants will be able to identify 
potential points of interest or encounter areas along the main path, which 
they will manage as much as needed to install different scale achievements 
punctuating the final easa trail. Then, their strategic positions along the trail 
can have different uses: to report other achievements, to link them more to 
the site, to mark the path, to indicate a point of view...

style life photography
david abrahams
© david abrahams





wasted arena 
studio fludd
fighting on ephemeral battlegrounds
© mattia balsamini

cairn 
involvement and achievements 
 
cairn is an opened-hand workshop : it can deals with any proposal.  
It offers a method. In this way, it can be in symbiosis with other workshops : 
reclaimed materials (earth, stone, wood) and creation of useful elements for 
contributors in return. 
 
The workshop is for those who want to experiment with materials, to discover 
and to share old construction techniques - sometimes against the systematic 
process observed in the modern way of building - and who wish to be 
engaged in a collaborative design process.
Participants will have to be curious, inventive, good listener and ideas sharer.
Above all, let’s hope they won’t be afraid of getting dirty ! 
 
cairn workshop results depend on unknown datas such as what we will find 
on site and what the participants will know how to deal with, not yet decided.  
Thus, the expected production do not have a pre-defined form yet. 
However, the various scaled realizations made of earth, stone and wood,
which will certainly punctuate the easa trail, could be embodied in similar
ways as per the following references :



ricomposizini 
material : local stones 
technical process : stacking 
© martino pedrozzi



ricomposizioni 
studio d'architettura martino pedrozzi 
sceru and giumello, malvaglia valley 
2006 
 
[…] “It was a mass of stone, which any unknowing observer would have 
imagined was a heap of stone cast up by the permafrost. Two assistants,  
who removed the stones in three hours of enthusiastic work, uncovered 
some kind of centre and then a rectangular shape, eventually revealing the 
foundations of a farmhouse. Filled up with stones, they had taken on the shape 
of a grave. The picture which Loos supplies for his definition of architecture 
(«Someone was buried here, That is architecture.») focuses on the work  
of both assistants : here on the Sceru Alp they have buried a house.  
Let us imagine that these two continue tirelessly piling up stones to form 
graves which tell us about houses, barns and roads.  
That would be a beautiful way of confirming the rural exodus, wouldn’t it ?” 
(from “New alpine architecture, Architecture prize 2006”)



haus rauch 
material : local earth 
technical process : rammed earth, ceramic 
© beat bühler, zürich



haus rauch
boltshauser architekten 
sceru and giumello, malvaglia valley, italy 
2008 
 
The materiality and form of the residential house are direct reactions to 
the steep south-sloping scarp situation of the slender plot in a landscape 
context – as if a monolithic block, similar to a piece of abstract and artificial 
nature, had been pressed out of the earth. Two clefts articulate the building 
of rammed earth, wedging it backwards with the scarp and establishing a 
frontal prelude or welcoming gesture towards the valley. The inside of the 
house is developed in the form of sequences of individualizable spaces that 
respond storey-wise to the variable conditions.

As opposed to more organic, archaic clay architecture the morphology of the 
building aims towards a certain clarity and sharp-edgedness. The strips of 
clay bricks that are inserted between the typical clay layers optically stabilise 
the building structure by emphasising the horizontality and heightening the 
light and shadow effects of the surface texture. At a material-atmospheric 
level the spatial sequence shows a succession that literally ascends from the 
raw and archaic to distinguished splendour through a balanced overlaying of 
different treatment processes. 

Taken as a whole, the house is a laboratory-like experiment, depicting the 
close planning co-operation between the architect and the master clay 
builder and client Martin Rauch, culminating in his own hand-construction of 
the building.



animali domestici
material : painted wood, branches
technical process : wood craft



animali domestici collection
andrea branzi 
milano, italy 
1985 
 
In 1985 - 1986, Andrea Branzi created a mysterious collection of creature-
objects collectively known as Domestic Animals. These are designs that are 
fetischistic and contemplative, bringing to mind magic or tribal rituals. The 
objects of Domestic Animals introduced an environment of symbols and 
materials that invited a new way of inhabiting the home. Branzi hoped to 
establish a new relationship between object and user.

Uniting percision of design with natural raw materials, these objects, 
fashioned from tree trunks, wood sticks, animal skins, and bamboo rods of 
steel painted in bright totemic colors, could not fail to provoke a response. 
Taken out of their wild setting and tamed by technology, Domestic Animals 
established a relationship with man, sharing in his most private space. Never 
before had there been a collection of modern furnishings such as these.



joining bottles 
material : branches, wood, plastic bottles 
technical process :wood joining with molten plastic 
© micaella pedros



joining bottles
micaella pedros 
london, england 
2016 
 
How can we play and benefit from the forces and materials around us ?

“From the belief that everything we need is just in our surroundings, I aim 
to reveal the creative potential of local resources through within-reach and 
transparent technologies. Therefore the object is no longer a consumption-
driven artefact but a genuine tool for creation and empowerment.”

Joining Bottles is an experimental wood-joining technique using shrunk 
plastic bottles. By heat, a simple plastic bottle is transformed into a wood 
bonding material offering a meaningful and accessible way to build 
functional structures.

Both materials, wood and plastic bottles, are widely abundant in cities and 
other places. There are lying there as waste, waiting to be reclaimed by 
people. Joining Bottles seeks to contribute to new beliefs based on what we, 
as individuals and communities, can do with what is available to us. In some 
countries, this project can make a real difference, promoting the collect of 
plastic bottles and wood waste, and helping people to empower themselves.

The technique can adapt itself to different shapes which allows to compose 
structures from any appropriate found materials. The different types of wood 
and plastic bottles available are dictating the final aspect and composition of 
the work. In that sense, a unique conversation is engaged within each piece. 
It creates more space for randomness and spontaneity, in other words, for 
human attributes in the creative process. 





poor tools
studio fludd 
certosa island, venice, italy 
2015 
 
“Poor tools require better skills”, said John Cage.  
 
Studio Fludd was invited by the group of artists How We Dwell to join their 
homonym project, together with the artist photographer Rachele Maistrello.
They spent an entire week on the beautiful La Certosa island, just in front 
of Venice – quite deserted place. After an extremely windy boat ride they 
reached their temporary home, where they found a green tent and a 
intriguing KIT of tools and materials to work with during the following days.
They decided to live and interpret the entire island as a spread out residence, 
following the natural suggestion of the several room-like spaces.  
They carefully collected natural and artificial finds, relics and trash, that they 
put together in order to create furniture and tools.

These objects ended up to be an expression of the clash characterizing  
La Certosa – an unique combo of a relative wild / chaotic environment (home 
to 70 goats) and very neat, brand new constructions (dock, hotel, offices).
Only with found things and given materials and tools (nails, inks, play dough, 
plastic strips) they arranged five rooms: kitchen / living room, bedroom, 
meditation beach, alchemical laboratory and wunderkammer.

poor tools 
material : plastic trash, branches, rope 
technical process : raw assembly 
© studio fIudd





lord of the masks 
jozef mrva 
2012 
 
“I consider these masks as an experiments with identity, especially in 
the ritualistic way. The bearer is intended to accept his new archetypical 
identity and immerse oneself in his role. Animal masks resemble rather 
skulls or remains or abominations, they bear shamanic, Dionysian or satanic 
symbolism, the form, material and overall execution is primitive, harsh and 
expressionistic.”

lord of the masks 
material : cartridge 
technical process : tearing, collage 
© jozef mrva



fusion project
material : stone, aluminium
technical process : : welding, chemical process 
© ferreol babin



fusion project
ferréol babin 
2018 
 
Fusion is a collection of unique pieces that combine raw and natural elements 
that are gradually fading into technical material produced by humans.  
The objects appear to be strange and not easily identifiable, mixing archaism 
and technology and dissolving the boundaries between industrial rigor and 
mineral irregularity.
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